It is shown that quantum sustainability is a universal phenomenon which emerges during environmentassisted electronic excitation energy transfer (EET) in photobiological complexes (PBCs), such as photosynthetic reaction centers and centers of melanogenesis.
Typically the effect of solar radiation on living organisms and organelles begins with the absorption of a sunlight photon by pigments, followed by transfer of its energy to the reaction center, where primary electron transfer reactions transform solar energy into electrochemical gradient. One example of this process would be the natural photosynthetic stages, such as the Fenna-MatthewsOslov complexes, which exist in green sulfur bacteria and marine algae. These complexes are parts of complex biochemical structures that capture quanta of visible light into their peripheral light-harvesting complexes and funnel the excited energy to the photochemical reaction centers, where it is used to initiate chemical reactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , see also monograph [6] and references therein. The efficiency of this transfer is very high, the reason for which has not yet been fully understood. Another example, closely related to human physiology, is the formation of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers caused by photons of the ultraviolet part of the sunlight spectrum [7, 8] . This results in direct DNA damage, and triggers the process of melanogenesis: a synthesis of the melanin pigment contained in a special organelle called a melanosome [9] . The duration of the chemiexcitation of melanin derivatives after ultraviolet exposure is reported to be unexpectedly long [10] , the reason for which has also not yet been completely revealed. In this Letter, we propose a universal mechanism that explains the long-life and high-efficiency phenomena happening in photobiological complexes, and we also suggest analytical tools for their quantitative description.
In spite of having different chemical structures and spectra of absorbed light, all photobiological systems share certain universal features. For instance, they all operate in a thermal environment at physiological temperatures, and in the presence of external sources of noise and dissipation. Therefore one would expect quantum effects to be negligible. However, experiments based on two-dimensional laser-pulse femtosecond photon echo spectroscopy reveal the long-lived exciton-electron quantum coherence in photosynthetic reaction centers of different organisms [11] [12] [13] [14] . Taking this into account, EET in PBCs can be described by applying existing quantummechanical methods [15, 16] . Numerous studies have demonstrated that environment plays significant role in energy transfer in light-absorbing complexes [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Moreover, it is believed that it is the very presence of such a dissipative environment that increases the efficiency of EET to such a high degree. While this seems somewhat counter-intuitive from a classical point of view, it can be explained on quantum-mechanical grounds. In the absence of a thermal environment, the excitonictype EET dynamics in photochemical reaction centers is dominated by coherent hopping, therefore the system is largely disordered and exhibits Anderson localization [28] . Under such conditions, localization functions as the energy conservation mechanism of excitonic states: an exciton originally localized at an initial site is a superposition of energy eigenstates, which has only a slight overlap with an excitonic state which is localized at a final state. Therefore, strong coherence would lead to a low efficiency of EET from one site to another. Once thermal effects come into play, the coherence starts to be destroyed. If the magnitude of dephasing effects is only just sufficient to destroy coherence-caused localization, the excitations are set "free", and consequently the efficiency of EET will rise drastically. For large values of dephasing, the transport gets suppressed again, due to the quantum Zeno effect [23] .
One of the more popular approaches to introducing dissipative effects into PBC models is the addition of antiHermitian terms to an otherwise Hermitian Hamiltonian [17-19, 23, 25] . Such terms can appear, e.g., in a way similar to the Feshbach projection mechanism in nuclear physics [29] , applications to open quantum systems can be found in Refs. [16, 25, 30] . Alternatively, they can be introduced on phenomenological grounds [17] [18] [19] 23] . We begin with the exciton model where various protein pigments are represented by sites labeled by indexes n, m, etc. These pigments are coupled to one other by interactions V nm , so the total Hamiltonian can be formally assumed to be of a tight-binding type,Ĥ = n E n |n〉〈n| + 1 2 n =m V nm (|n〉〈m| + |m〉〈n|), where the index 1 labels the donor state, index 2 does the acceptor state; E n is the energy of a nth state. The total Hilbert space of this system can be divided into two orthogonal subspaces generated by two projection operators, where one subspace is associated with donor-acceptor levels and the other is related to the environment. The basic phenomenological model of EET processes includes two protein co-factors, donor and acceptor, with discrete energy levels, and a third protein pigment which functions as a reservoir. Using the Feshbach projection method, one obtains an effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian that describes the donor-acceptor subsystem (we use the units ħ = 1):
whereσ's are Pauli matrices,Î is the 2 × 2 unit matrix, and ε is the difference between renormalized energy levels [25] . Here Γ is a constant parameter, which effectively describes the cumulative averaged effect of the environment's degrees of freedom [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In general, Γ is a phenomenological parameter, and in some special cases, when it is positive, it can play the role of the decay rate constant. Under conditions of a weakly-coupled environment one can assume that
For instance, for the quinon-type photosystems ε ∼ 60 ps −1 , |V | ∼ 20 ps −1 and |Γ| ∼ 1 ps −1 [36, 37] .
The time evolution of such a (sub)system is described in general by a reduced density operator that allows us to consider not only pure states but also mixed ones, which is important when dealing with open quantum systems [35] . However, in a theory with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, the definition of the statistical density operator depends on additional physical considerations.
If one assumes that the Hamiltonian (1) describes an excitonic (sub)system which is not protected against decay, then the reduced density matrix is defined as a solution of the following evolution equation:
where the square and curly brackets denote, respectively, commutator and anti-commutator [16] . Here we have introduced the following Hermitian operators:
0 Γ , which correspond to the Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts of the Hamiltonian (1), which thus can be written asĤ =Ĥ + − iΓ. The eigenvalues of the operator H + yield energy levels of the excitonic subsystem in absence of an environment:
where
is the generalized Rabi frequency and indices j = 1 and 2 label the donor and acceptor levels, respectively.
One can easily verify that the trace of the density operatorρ ′ is not conserved during evolution [31] . In our case it indicates that both donor and acceptor levels will eventually be completely depleted, usually at an exponential rate, so that the subsystem disappears very fast, within a few picoseconds. However, this is not what usually happens in reality: donor-acceptor systems can hardly become completely "drained", since a level's vacancy would be promptly occupied by an external particle or quasiparticle. Moreover, quantum photobiological complexes are able to sustain the transfer of very large amount of excitons, therefore, their exponentially-fast disappearance does not seem to be a feature which is pertinent to all possible cases and configurations. It turns out that one can account for this phenomenon of sustainability without any modifications of a Hamiltonian: one merely has to regard the operator,
as the statistical density operator, instead ofρ ′ [32, 35] .
If, for a given Hamiltonian and initial conditions, such an operator does exist and does not exhibit any unphysical properties, then we call the evolution of such a (sub)system quantum sustainable, borrowing the terminology of ref. [38] . Otherwise, the role of the statistical density operator is played byρ ′ , and the corresponding evolution would be a non-sustainable process. Here, sustainability is understood as an ability of a system to conserve its entire probability sample space measure, which is directly related to maintaining the system's integrity and separability from its environment (the term system can refer not only to a physical object but also to a process, such as the excitonic energy transfer). It should be noted that the existence of two types of evolution for the same Hamiltonian, depending on different initial and boundary conditions defined by physical configuration, is a distinctive feature of the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian approach. Besides, unlike the also popular (GoriniKossakowski-Sudarshan-)Lindblad approach, one does not have to assume that environment-induced corrections must obey quantum dynamical semigroup symmetry (the latter enforces the conservation of a density operator's trace and thus cannot account for the abovementioned effects). However, both approaches can be used together, which results in an ability to describe a wider range of environmental effects [32] . In principle, in the equation (3) one can change fromρ ′ toρ and obtain the equation for the normalized density operator itself
ħ 〈Γ〉ρ, where we use the standard notation for quantumstatistical averages 〈A〉 = tr(ρÂ) = tr(ρ ′Â )/trρ ′ = 〈A〉 ′ /trρ ′ .
Although this equation is difficult to use for the practical purpose of finding solutions, it indicates that the dynamics of the normalized density operator itself is both nonlinear and nonlocal. Therefore, the procedure (4) despite looking simple by itself, introduces new non-trivial physics. As a result, the above-mentioned type of sustainability could lead to quantum-statistical effects which, while not built-in to the Hamiltonian itself, emerge dur- 〈σ a 〉 ′σ a , where the averages are given by a set of differential equations Its solution can be written in a matrix form as
, and the coefficient matrix is wherep = 2p − 1 (if an initial density matrix corresponds to the donor state then p =p = 1). In the approximation of a weakly-coupled environment (2) the main parameters simplify to
. As for the normalized density operator, it is algebraically given by Eq. (4), which yields:ρ = With solution (6) in hands, one can easily compute the following observables: population of the donor level average energy
measure of coherence
and Gibbs-von-Neumann entropy
where upper and lower cases refer, respectively, to nonsustainable and sustainable types of evolution, i.e., to those described by non-normalized and normalized density operators.
In the approximation of weakly-coupled environment (2), the observables have the following large-time asymptotic behavior:
where k ± = ε sign (Γ) Ω −1 0 ± 1. From the evolution of the observables, provided in Figs. 1-4 , and their large-time asymptotics (7), a few important conclusions can be drawn. First of all, Figs. 1-4 reveal that the environment represented by the NH parameter Γ plays a crucial role in the EET process, even if it is weakly coupled to the excitonic system, as defined in Eq. (2). In fact, when Γ is exactly zero the excitonic system undergoes plain Rabi-type oscillations, and therefore energy transfer is not facilitated. Once Γ acquires a value, however small, the oscillations become damped, and energy passes through the system more easily. Additionally, the possibility of sustainable evolution expands the admissible parameter space of the NH models containing the parameter Γ -the latter now can be both positive and negative. Secondly, Figs. 1-2 demonstrate that, at the same absolute value of the NH parameter, the discharge of the donor level (and therefore the transfer of energy through the system) occurs much faster for sustainable evolution than for non-sustainable, at least by an order of magnitude. Despite sustainable evolution preserving a small residual population of donor level at large times (to prevent the excitonic subsystem from complete disappearance) the majority of energy is transferred through the system. The physical interpretation of this residual population will be further discussed below. Thirdly, Fig.  2 shows that the average energy for sustainable evolution tends to the acceptor level (Ĥ + ) 2 at large times, whereas for non-sustainable evolution energy discharge stops halfway to the acceptor level. Therefore, regardless of the NH parameter's value (as long as it is not zero), the discharge of the donor level is more complete for sustainable evolution than for non-sustainable. As a result, sustainable open excitonic systems are capable of transferring larger portions of energy per system than nonsustainable ones. Furthermore, from Fig. 3 
and analytical
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher formulae for large-time behavior of C , one can deduce that for non-sustainable evolution, quantum coherence vanishes exponentially at large times, whereas for sustainable evolution it tends to a small constant, approximately (V /2Ω 0 ) 2 . This indicates that quantum coherence, after having an initial beat followed by a rapid decrease to a small residual value, would remain non-zero in sustainable photobiological systems for considerably longer. This residual coherence, together with the abovementioned residual donor level population, points to the appearance of a metastable state which significantly slows down the dephasing processes in PBCs. Besides, in an ensemble consisting of many excitonic systems, such behavior leads to quantum beating between different exciton level groups. Finally, Fig. 4 shows that for sustainable systems, at the same absolute value of the NH parameter, quantum entropy has smaller peak values and vanishes considerably faster than for non-sustainable ones. Therefore, the emergence of sustainable evolution in the models described by NH Hamiltonians explains why photobiological systems are durable and resistant to external dissipative effects.
